NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner, Lawrence
- Chad Taylor, Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney, Wichita
- James E. Sherow, Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis, Lawrence
- Jill Docking, Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf, Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich, Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt, Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson, Olathe

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin, Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 1 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 1 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Mary Lyndal Nyberg, Manhattan

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES

COUNTY OFFICES

PRECINCT OFFICES

NATIONAL OFFICES

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner, Lawrence
- Chad Taylor, Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney, Wichita
- James E. Sherow, Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis, Lawrence
- Jill Docking, Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf, Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich, Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt, Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson, Olathe

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin, Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 1 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 1 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Mary Lyndal Nyberg, Manhattan

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
STATE OF KANSAS
OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS
OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)

1st District

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Sara Fisher

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

DARKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY
**NOTICE**

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER**

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (☐) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

**STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td>Patrick Wiesner, Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chad Taylor, Topeka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE 1st District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td>Bryan R. Whitney, Wichita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James E. Sherow, Manhattan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER District 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td>Write-in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR Vote for ONE (1) PAIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul Davis, Lawrence</td>
<td>Jill Docking, Wichita</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR SECRETARY OF STATE Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean Kurtis Schodorf, Wichita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.J. Kotich, Topeka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE OFFICES</th>
<th>FOR STATE TREASURER Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Alldritt, Topeka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRECINCT OFFICES**

**FOR COMMITTEE MAN**

Ward 2 Precinct 2

Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson, Overland Park

Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN**

Ward 2 Precinct 2

Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin, Manhattan

Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE MAN**

Ward 2 Precinct 2

Vote for ONE (1)

David Sachs

Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN**

Ward 2 Precinct 2

Vote for ONE (1)

Rebecca Stark

Write-in

**RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014**

**STATE OF KANSAS**

Wd 2 Prec 2 Riley County Senior Center

INITIALS
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
68th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT
DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY

INITIALS

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 2 Precinct 4
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 4
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 2 Precinct 4
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 2 Precinct 4
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS
STATE OF KANSAS
AUGUST 5, 2014

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (           ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEE
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 3 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 3 Precinct 3
Write-in
Stephen Keith Chapes

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY.
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014

INITIALS

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ward 4 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
James R. Reed
Write-in
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
Patricia Kolonosky

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldridt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 4
- Write-in
  Michael E. Gassmann

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 4
- Write-in
  Renee M. Gassmann

DARKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Ovland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Ovland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 4 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

☐ Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

☐ James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

☐ Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

☐ Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 4 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner Lawrence
Chad Taylor Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney Wichita
James E. Sherow Manhattan

STATE OFFICES

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson Ovrolland Park

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis Lawrence
Jill Docking Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Keith B. Miller

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Janet E. Benson

Write-in

STATE OFFICES

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Sydney Carlin Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Keith B. Miller

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Janet E. Benson

Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Karen Hawes
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
1st District
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldrirt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 5
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (   ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)
- Charles Marr
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)
- Elizabeth Verschelden
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)
- Charles Marr
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 6
Vote for ONE (1)
- Elizabeth Verschelden
- Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS
AUGUST 5, 2014

INITIALS

DARKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (〇) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEEeman
Ward 5 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Robert (John) DeSanto
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEwoman
Ward 5 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Barbara J. DeSanto
Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEEeman
Ward 5 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Robert (John) DeSanto
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEwoman
Ward 5 Precinct 7
Vote for ONE (1)

Barbara J. DeSanto
Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 8
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 8
Vote for ONE (1)

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 9
Vote for ONE (1)

- Charles Thompson
  Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 9
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carolyn Thompson
  Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 9
Vote for ONE (1)

- Charles Thompson
  Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 9
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carolyn Thompson
  Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS
STATE OF KANSAS
AUGUST 5, 2014

INITIALS
**NOTICE**
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER**
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (◯) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

### STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

#### NATIONAL OFFICES
- **FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR**
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Patrick Wiesner
    - Lawrence
  - Chad Taylor
    - Topeka
- **FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE**
  - 1st District
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Bryan R. Whitney
    - Wichita
  - James E. Sherow
    - Manhattan

#### STATE OFFICES
- **FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
  - Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
  - Paul Davis
    - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
    - Wichita
- **FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Jean Kurtis Schodorf
    - Wichita
- **FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - A.J. Kotich
    - Topeka
- **FOR STATE TREASURER**
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Carmen Aldrith
    - Topeka
- **FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Dennis Anderson
    - Overland Park
- **FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
  - 67th District
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in
  - Write-in
- **FOR COMMITTEE MAN**
  - Ward 5 Precinct 10
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in
  - Write-in
- **FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN**
  - Ward 5 Precinct 10
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in
  - Write-in

#### PRECINCT OFFICES
- **FOR COMMITTEE MAN**
  - Ward 5 Precinct 10
  - Vote for ONE (1)
- **FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN**
  - Ward 5 Precinct 10
  - Vote for ONE (1)

---

DARKEN THE (◯) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 11
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 5 Precinct 11
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)

1st District
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Write-in

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 6 Precinct 1
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 6 Precinct 1
Write-in

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Ottawa

FOR STATEMENT OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Ottawa

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotch
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Ottawa

FOR STATEMENT OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Ottawa

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

INITIALS
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NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (   ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  Manhattan

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 8 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014
**NOTICE**

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER**

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

**NATIONAL OFFICES**

### FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  - Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  - Topeka

### FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  - Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  - Manhattan

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

---

**STATE OFFICES**

### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin
  - Manhattan

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 8 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
  - Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Sydney Carlin
  Manhattan

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEE MEMBER
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Michael Oldfather

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Kathleen J. Oldfather

- Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEE MEMBER
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

LOCAL OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

For the State of Kansas, Official Democratic Primary

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 9 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ward 9 Precinct 2
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

Write-in

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 9 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 10 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 10 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS
AUGUST 5, 2014

STATE OFFICES
PRECINCT OFFICES

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
## Notice

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

## Instructions to Voter

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (   ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

### State Offices

#### For Commissioner of Insurance
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Dennis Anderson
    - Overland Park

#### For State Treasurer
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Carmen Aldritt
    - Topeka

#### For State Representative
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Bryan R. Whitney
    - Wichita
  - James E. Sherow
    - Manhattan

### National Offices

#### For United States Senator
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Patrick Wiesner
    - Lawrence
  - Chad Taylor
    - Topeka

#### For United States Representative
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - 1st District
    - Bryan R. Whitney
      - Wichita
    - James E. Sherow
      - Manhattan

### State Offices

#### For Governor and Lieutenant Governor
- Vote for ONE (1) Pair
  - Paul Davis
    - Lawrence
    - Jill Docking
    - Wichita

#### For Secretary of State
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Jean Kurtis Schodorf
    - Wichita

#### For Attorney General
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - A.J. Kotich
    - Topeka

### Precinct Offices

#### For Committeeeman
- Ward 11 Precinct 1
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

#### For Committeeewoman
- Ward 11 Precinct 1
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

---

*STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT*

**RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of Kansas</th>
<th>August 5, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

*State of Kansas Official Democratic Primary Ballot*
**NOTICE**
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER**
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

**STATE OFFICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overland Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR COMMITTEEMAN**
Ward 11 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
Ward 11 Precinct 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

**NATIONAL OFFICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Wiesner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st District</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan R. Whitney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James E. Sherow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STATE OFFICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1) PAIR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Davis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Docking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR SECRETARY OF STATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Kurtis Schodorf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.J. Kotich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Vote for ONE (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOR STATE TREASURER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote for ONE (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Aldritt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topeka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Olathe

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotch
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ward 11 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ward 11 Precinct 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotch
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
### STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

#### NATIONAL OFFICES

**FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  - Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  - Topeka

**FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE**
- 1st District
  - Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  - Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  - Manhattan

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kottich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldrict
  - Topeka

#### STATE OFFICES

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
- Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  - Overland Park

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
- 67th District
  - Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

**FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
- Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

#### COUNTY OFFICES

**FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
- District 1
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
- District 1
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

#### TOWNSHIP OFFICES

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
- Ashland Township
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEEeman**
- Ashland Township
  - Vote for ONE (1)

**FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN**
- Ashland Township
  - Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

#### NOTICE

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Bala Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Bala Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Bala Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Bala Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Bala Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)

1st District
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Ottawa

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
CENTER
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Center Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Center Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

STATE OFFICES
TOWNSHIP OFFICES
PRECINCT OFFICES

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT
DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY

INITIALS

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
FANCY CREEK
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
FANCY CREEK
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Fancy Creek Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Fancy Creek Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS
AUGUST 5, 2014

STATE OF KANSAS
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NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
GRANT
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Grant Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Doyle D. Barnes
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Grant Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Elizabeth A. Tatarko
Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
JACKSON
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
JACKSON
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR STATE OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
**STATE OFFICES**

**FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
Vote for ONE (1)

- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

**FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE**
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

**TOWNSHIP OFFICES**

**FOR COMMITTEE MAN**
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN**
Jackson Township
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

**STATE OFFICES**

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

- Paul Davis
  Lawrence, Jill Docking
  Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**
Vote for ONE (1)

- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**
Vote for ONE (1)

- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

**QUESTION SUBMITTED**

**TO VOTE IN FAVOR OF ANY QUESTION SUBMITTED UPON THIS BALLOT, DARKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE WORD “YES.” TO VOTE AGAINST IT, DARKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE WORD “NO.”**

Shall the following be adopted?

Shall the city of Randolph, Kansas levy a retailers’ sales tax in the amount of one percent (1%), to take effect on January 1, 2015 and to be levied on retail sales consummated within the city of Randolph, with revenues of such tax to be used to help finance the general operations of the City, all pursuant to K.S.A. 12-187 et seq., as amended?

- **YES**
- **NO**

**DARKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY**
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (◯) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner, Lawrence
- Chad Taylor, Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
- 1st District
  Vote for ONE (1)
  - Bryan R. Whitney, Wichita
  - James E. Sherow, Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis, Lawrence
  Jill Docking, Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf, Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich, Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt, Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson, Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Sydney Carlin, Manhattan

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MANHATTAN
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Manhattan Township 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Manhattan Township 1
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE (◯) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

IN NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

IN STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence

Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotch
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Aldritt
Topeka

IN TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MANHATTAN
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

WRITE-IN

IN PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Manhattan Township 1
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN

WRITE-IN
**NOTICE**

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER**

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

**STATE OFFICES**

**FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Dennis Anderson
    - Overland Park

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
- MANHATTAN
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**TOWNSHIP OFFICES**

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
- MANHATTAN
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**COUNTY OFFICES**

**FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
- District 1
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE OFFICES**

**FOR COMMITTEE OFFICE**
- MANHATTAN Township 2
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR**

Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  - Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  - Topeka

**FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE**

1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  - Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  - Manhattan

**FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR**

Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  - Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  - Wichita

**FOR SECRETARY OF STATE**

Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  - Wichita

**FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL**

Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  - Topeka

**FOR STATE TREASURER**

Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  - Topeka

**STATE OFFICES**

**FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE**
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Dennis Anderson
    - Overland Park

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
- MANHATTAN
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**TOWNSHIP OFFICES**

**FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK**
- MANHATTAN
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**COUNTY OFFICES**

**FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER**
- District 1
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in

**FOR COMMITTEE OFFICES**

**FOR COMMITTEE OFFICE**
- MANHATTAN Township 2
- Vote for ONE (1)
  - Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MANHATTAN
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Manhattan Township 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Manhattan Township 3
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MANHATTAN
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Manhattan Township 4
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Manhattan Township 4
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
66th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Sydney Carlin
Manhattan

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MANHATTAN
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Manhattan Township 4
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Manhattan Township 4
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MAY DAY
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
May Day Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
May Day Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
OGDEN
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

COUNTY OFFICES
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
OGDEN
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Ogden Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Ogden Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
### NOTICE

If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

### INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

### STATE OFFICES

#### FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Anderson</td>
<td>Overtland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paul Davis</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Docking</td>
<td>Wichita</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jean Kurtis Schodor</td>
<td>Wichita</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.J. Kotich</td>
<td>Topeka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Alldritt</td>
<td>Topeka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NATIONAL OFFICES

#### FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Wiesner</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Taylor</td>
<td>Topeka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)

1st District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bryan R. Whitney</td>
<td>Wichita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James E. Sherow</td>
<td>Manhattan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COUNTY OFFICES

#### FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOWNSHIP OFFICES

#### FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
OGDEN
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ogdien Township
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ogdien Township
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PRECINCT OFFICES

#### FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Ogdien Township
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Ogdien Township
Vote for ONE (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DARKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
SHERMAN
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Sherman Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Sherman Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

- Dennis Anderson
  Olathe

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
SWEDE CREEK
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Swede Creek Township
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Swede Creek Township
Vote for ONE (1)

- Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
WILDCAT
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overtland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overtland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Alldritt
  Topeka

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
- Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Dennis Anderson
  Overtland Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
67th District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Wildcat Township
Vote for ONE (1)
- Write-in
NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL (○) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
ZEANDALE
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
51st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES

TOWNSHIP OFFICES

PRECINCT OFFICES

COUNTY OFFICES

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence
Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita
James E. Sherow
Manhattan

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
51st District
Vote for ONE (1)

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 1
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 2
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 3
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 4
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 5
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 6
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 7
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 8
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 9
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 10
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 11
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
District 12
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
Paul Davis
Lawrence
Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

DARKEN THE (○) OVAL COMPLETELY
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

NOTICE
If you tear, deface or make a mistake and wrongfully mark any ballot, you must return it to the election board and receive a new ballot or set of ballots.

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)
- Patrick Wiesner
  Lawrence
- Chad Taylor
  Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)
- Bryan R. Whitney
  Wichita
- James E. Sherow
  Manhattan

FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR
- Paul Davis
  Lawrence
  Jill Docking
  Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)
- Jean Kurtis Schodorf
  Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)
- A.J. Kotich
  Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)
- Carmen Aldritt
  Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Oviedo Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

PRECIPT OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)
Dennis Anderson
Oviedo Park

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

PRECIPT OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE MAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEE WOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)
Write-in

DARKEN THE ( ) OVAL COMPLETELY

INITIALS

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS  STATE OF KANSAS  AUGUST 5, 2014
STATE OF KANSAS OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
1. TO VOTE YOU MUST DARKEN THE OVAL ( ) COMPLETELY.
2. USE A BLACK INK PEN ONLY.
3. TO WRITE-IN A NAME, YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL TO THE LEFT OF THE LINE PROVIDED.

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence

Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

STATE OFFICES
FOR GOVERNOR AND LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Vote for ONE (1) PAIR

Paul Davis
Lawrence

Jill Docking
Wichita

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE
Vote for ONE (1)

Jean Kurtis Schodorf
Wichita

FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL
Vote for ONE (1)

A.J. Kotich
Topeka

FOR STATE TREASURER
Vote for ONE (1)

Carmen Alldritt
Topeka

NATIONAL OFFICES
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
Vote for ONE (1)

Patrick Wiesner
Lawrence

Chad Taylor
Topeka

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
1st District
Vote for ONE (1)

Bryan R. Whitney
Wichita

James E. Sherow
Manhattan

STATE OFFICES
FOR COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Vote for ONE (1)

Dennis Anderson
Overland Park

FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
MADISON
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
64th District
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

TOWNSHIP OFFICES
FOR TOWNSHIP CLERK
Write-in

FOR COMMITTEEMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

PRECINCT OFFICES
FOR COMMITTEEWOMAN
Madison Township
Vote for ONE (1)

Write-in

RILEY COUNTY, KANSAS AUGUST 5, 2014

INITIALS